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PURPOSE: To measure the effect of contrast medium dose, time elapsed since injection, and maturity of epidural scar tissue on the enhancement of scar tissue in MR imaging. METHODS: We imaged 12 beagle dogs with MR at 10 to 60 days after lumbar laminectomy, and at necropsy we obtained exactly correlating histologic sections. Contrast enhancement of scar tissue at 2, 15, 40, and 60 minutes after 0.1 and 0.3 mmol of paramagnetic contrast medium per kilogram was measured. Contrast enhancement was analyzed with respect to the dose of contrast medium, the time of imaging, and the maturity of scar tissue. RESULTS: Epidural scar tissue enhanced more intensely at 2 and at 15 minutes than at 40 or at 60 minutes. Consistently greater enhancement was observed with the dose of 0.3 mmol/kg than with the dose of 0.1 mmol/kg. Regions of loosely organized scar tissue enhanced less intensely and less quickly than did more organized scar tissue. CONCLUSION: Contrast enhancement in scar tissue can be heightened by increasing the dose of contrast medium from 0.1 to 0.3 mmol/kg and by obtaining images within 15 minutes of injection.
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Despite numerous studies on magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of postlaminectomy patients, the differentiation of recurrent herniated disk and epidural fibrosis is imperfect (1–8). Ross et al showed that the timing of the images affected the intensity of the enhancement in epidural scar after the intravenous injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Berlex Laboratories, Secaucus, NJ) (8). A new contrast medium, gadoteridol (ProHance, Squibb Diagnostics, Princeton, NJ), has been developed and is approved for larger doses than the conventional 0.1 mmol/kg approved for gadopentetate. Increasing the dose of paramagnetic contrast medium increases contrast enhancement only within a limited range of doses. In some tissues and with some dosage ranges, increasing the dose may decrease the amount of enhancement. The optimal dose with which to differentiate scar and disk has not been determined. Therefore, we measured the effect of dose, timing, and maturity of scar tissue on the enhancement of epidural scar tissue.

Materials and Methods

Twelve beagle dogs (six female, six male) weighing between 9 and 14 kg underwent laminectomy and then MR imaging on a 1.5-T Signa imager with both a 0.1 and a 0.3 mmol dose of contrast medium per kilogram.

Each animal underwent a left hemilaminectomy at the L3 level. After the animal was fasted for 12 hours, it was premedicated with acepromazine (1 mg/kg intramuscularly) and atropine (0.05 mg/kg intramuscularly) and anesthetized with pentobarbital (25 mg/kg intravenously) and innovarvent (0.1 ml/kg intramuscularly). The skin over the lumbar area was shaved and prepared surgically with betadine. With an electrocautery blade, a 7-cm-long midline incision was made along the spinous processes from mid-L1 to mid-L5. With a periosteal elevator, the left paraspinai
and 50-minute images were in the sagittal plane; the skin was closed with neo­tissues were closed with interrupted stitches. Subcutaneous tissues were closed with a continuous 3.0 dixon, and the skin was closed with 2.0 Novafil. Penicillin procaine (40,000 units/kg) was administered preoperatively and for 2 days postoperatively. The animal was allowed to recover from anesthesia in a humidified warmed Kertscher unit for 24 hours; it was then returned to its cage and observed for 7 days for evidence of weakness or infection.

The animals were killed serially (two each at 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 60 days postlaminectomy). MR was performed on each animal 1 and 3 days before it was killed. For imaging, each dog was sedated with pentobarbital (25 mg/kg intravenously). A 3-inch round surface coil was placed on the scanner table, and the dog was placed supine with its lumbar spine positioned over the coil. Images were obtained in sagittal and axial projections with a 10-cm field of view, 256 × 256 matrix, 2 signals averaged, 3.0 mm section thickness, 500/30 (TR/TE), before and at 2, 15, 30, 40, 50, and 60 minutes after the injection of a contrast medium. The 30- and 50-minute images were in the sagittal plane; the images at other times were in the axial plane. The same TR, TE, field of view, matrix, number of signals averaged, section thickness, and locations were used as in the baseline images. For the MR study 1 day before the
Fig. 4. Histologic sections (A through C) and corresponding MR images (D through F) showing a 60-day-old postlaminectomy scar. In the histologic section, regions of highly organized scar tissue (1), poorly organized scar tissue (2), and highly vascular tissue (3) are evident. The extensive collagenization of zone 1 is shown in a high-power photomicrograph of the section (B), and the more loosely organized collagen of zone 2 is shown in the high-power photomicrograph (C). In the unenhanced MR (D), the zones of greater and lesser organization are not easily distinguished. Two minutes after intravenously administered gadoteridol (E), the organized scar has enhanced more markedly than the poorly organized scar. At 60 minutes (F), the difference is less marked. Also labeled: spinal cord (c), dura (d), lamina (l).

At necropsy, the lumbar spinal column was removed intact by dissection and was fixed for 4 weeks in 10% buffered formalin, decalcified with EDTA, embedded in paraffin, sectioned in axial plane, and stained. The histologic sections were examined by a neuropathologist who

animal was killed, gadoteridol (ProHance) at 0.3 mmol/kg was injected intravenously. For the study 3 days before it was killed, gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Berlex Labs, Secaucus, NJ) at 0.1 mmol/kg was injected intravenously.
determined the degree of organization and the location of the scar tissue. The histologic appearances of the laminectomy scars in the dogs were compared with the MR images. For this analysis, we selected sequential histologic sections that appeared to correlate with the sequential axial MR sections through the spine. The MR appearance and contrast enhancement of various regions in the scan were compared with the pathologic characterization.

The images obtained with the 0.1 and 0.3 mmol/kg doses were compared. Contrast enhancement was measured in the axial images at 2, 15, 40, and 60 minutes after the injection of the 0.1 and 0.3 mmol/kg doses. A region of interest cursor was adjusted to match the laminectomy scar as exactly as possible. The size of the cursor varied from animal to animal but remained constant in each animal from image to image and from one study to the next. Signal intensity was measured in the axial images before and after the injection of the contrast medium. Contrast enhancement was calculated as the difference in signal intensity in the scar on the preinjection and each postinjection image, divided by the signal intensity on the baseline image. For statistical analysis, the Student t test and a significance level of .05 were used.

Results

All 12 dogs tolerated the surgical procedures well. Normal activities were observed, except in one dog that had a transient hind leg paresis that was treated for 3 days with intramuscularly administered dexamethasone (100 mg/day). No infections were observed. All imaging studies were technically adequate. Two dogs were killed at each of the prespecified times (10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 days) postlaminectomy. For each of the animals, histologic sections and MR studies with 0.1 and 0.3 mmol of the gadolinium-containing chelates per kilogram were correlated.

Contrast enhancement was conspicuously greater in scar tissue when 0.3 mmol/kg was used than when the dose of 0.1 mmol/kg was used (Fig. 1). The contrast enhancement with the dose of 0.3 mmol/kg on each image between 5 and 60 minutes is graphed in Figure 2. For scar tissue from 10 to 60 days old, contrast enhancement was between 125% and 250% (average, ~170%) at 15 minutes. At 60 minutes, it was between 50% and 175%. With the 0.1 mmol/kg dose, contrast enhancement also tended to be greater at 2 and 15 minutes and then to decrease over the next 45 minutes (Fig. 3). Contrast enhancement was between 80% and 200% (average, ~140%) at 15 minutes and between 30% and 80% at 60 minutes. The difference between contrast enhancement at the 0.3 and 0.1 mmol/kg doses of contrast medium at 15 minutes was significant ($P < .05$, Student t test).

The contrast enhancement measured in postlaminectomy scars did not change consistently between 10 and 60 days. At 40 and 60 minutes after 0.3 mmol of gadoteridol per kilogram, older scars (40 or 60 days) tended to enhance more than newer scars (10 or 15 days). The trend was not detected after 0.1 mmol of gadopentetate per kilogram.

The scar tissue in the laminectomy defects was inhomogeneous on histologic sections and MR images, regardless of the age of the scar (up to 60 days). On histologic sections, scars contained regions with dense, well-organized connective tissue and not-as-well-organized scar tissue with proteinaceous extracellular material and sparse strands of collagen (Fig. 4). Zones with high concentrations of vascular tissue were also evident, especially at the interface of the organized and poorly organized zones. In general, in the newer scars, the scar tissue was more inhomogeneous and the zones of poorly organized scar were larger.

In the MR images, the organized epidural scar tissue, regardless of age, demonstrated marked, early contrast enhancement (Fig. 4). These regions demonstrated greater contrast enhancement at 2 and 15 minutes after injection than at 40 and 60 minutes. The enhancement was mildly inhomogeneous in the organized tissue, especially in the newer scars.
Regions of poorly organized scar tissue had less rapid and less intense enhancement than did better organized scar tissue. After the intravenous administration of contrast medium, these regions increased in signal intensity progressively over 60 minutes. At 5 and 15 minutes, they were conspicuously hypointense with respect to the more-organized scar (Fig. 4), and by 40 or 60 minutes, they were isointense or hyperintense. These regions sometimes had a lower signal intensity on the precontrast T1-weighted images. The contrast enhancement measured serially in one of the focal regions of poor organization is shown in Figure 5.

Discussion

The study shows that contrast enhancement in epidural scar tissue is greater with the 0.3 mmol/kg than with the 0.1 mmol/kg dose of contrast medium, that contrast enhancement in laminectomy scar tissue reaches a maximum before 30 minutes, and that the maturity of the scar tissue is a factor in the homogeneity and rapidity of contrast enhancement. The study suggests that a trial of 0.3 mmol of gadoteridol per kilogram in the differentiation of scar versus disk is warranted. It shows that scar tissue, like cavernous sinus, pituitary gland, and infundibulum, but unlike falk and sinus mucosa, is enhanced more effectively with the larger dose of contrast medium (V.M. Haughton and R. Lindsey, unpublished data).

Our study has technical limitations. The measurement of signal intensity is inexact because of the use of surface coils. Therefore, the measurements of contrast enhancement were normalized to diminish the effect of the inhomogeneous sensitive volume of the coil. The measurements used for the graphs represent averages of two dogs and weighted averages of more and less mature portions of the scar. Although the number of animals used was relatively small, consistent results with statistical significance were obtained. Although no animals were monitored for longer than 60 days, the scars observed in dogs at 60 days appeared histologically to be well organized and mature. The molecular structure as well as the dose of the two contrast media differed. To what degree the differences in the molecular structure of the contrast media (ionic versus non-ionic) determined the degree of enhancement is not known. Our model of an epidural scar does not duplicate the scarring seen anteriorly in the spinal canal of patients who have had laminectomy. To what degree that anterior scarring results from the surgical exploration from the preexisting degenerative disease or from invasion of the disc is unknown. Scar tissue ventral to the dural sac probably does not have different properties than scar tissue dorsal to the dural sac, although some investigators have suggested that there are differences (7).

Our results with the 0.1 mmol/kg dose were similar to those obtained by Ross et al (8). Enhancement occurred within 2 to 15 minutes after injection. In the first 15 minutes after the injection of the contrast medium, the contrast enhancement of scar tissue is maximal. We found a substantial increase in enhancement (about 100%) with the threefold increase in contrast medium dose. The lack of proportionality between enhancement and dose suggests the confounding effect of T2 shortening in the enhanced images. Therefore, doses of more than 0.3 mmol/kg would not likely result in a marked increase in contrast enhancement.

The problem in distinguishing scar from disk by contrast enhancement is that sometimes the scar enhances less or the recurrent disk tissue enhances more than expected. This study suggests one explanation for the inhomogeneous or variable degree of enhancement in scar tissue. Regions of poorly organized scar tissue may demonstrate poor enhancement compared with mature scar tissue. Immature scar tissue may explain regions of poorly enhancing tissue in the epidural space of patients recovering from laminectomy such as Bodin et al (9) observed. It may also suggest an explanation other than herniated disk material for tissue that fails to enhance promptly or intensely with contrast medium in postlaminectomy patients.
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